Executive Order N-7-22 Action 13:
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Relief for
Groundwater Recharge Projects
On March 28, 2022, Governor Gavin Newsom signed Drought Executive Order N-7-22 to respond to and
mitigate drought impacts. As weather patterns are more variable and extreme from climate change -resulting in more frequent and consequential droughts and high flow events -- the replenishment of
depleted groundwater basins is becoming an essential part of the State’s long-term water resilience and
drought mitigation efforts.
Because California communities are increasingly reliant on groundwater supplies during drought years,
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✓ Working lands: Working lands include those lands that were developed for agricultural or other
industrial practices. Working lands can include active or fallowed agricultural lands, gravel and sand
operations, open storage fields, or other similar working landscapes.
✓ Mitigate groundwater conditions impacted by drought: To mitigate groundwater conditions
impacted by drought, projects should include the replenishment of groundwater resources to the
subsurface, for the purpose of storage, temporary or otherwise. Drought impacts to groundwater
conditions would include lowering of groundwater levels that may have occurred due to lack of
sufficient natural recharge, with a particular emphasis on impacts to shallow aquifers. For projects
to be eligible for the CEQA suspension, they must be initiated while the Executive Order Action 13 is
still in effect, and project applicants must submit the Self-Certification Form.

Local agencies interested in pursuing the CEQA
suspension described in Executive Order Action 13 must
self-certify their project eligibility with DWR by
completing the Self-Certification Form.
DWR will review and concur if the project is eligible based on the documentation in the Self-Certification
Form and will notify the project proponent once concurrence is complete. A list of projects that receive
DWR concurrence for the CEQA suspension will be listed on the DWR drought website.
Resources:
• For questions on Executive Order Action 13, please contact the Department of Water Resources
at SGMPS@water.ca.gov.
•

For more information on the Flood-MAR Program, please visit:
https://water.ca.gov/Programs/All-Programs/Flood-MAR
o Flood-MAR guidance: Flood-MAR Research and Data Development Plan
o The Appendices on the Flood-MAR webpage provide greater detail on key information
for Flood-MAR project implementation

•

For more information on the Sustainable Groundwater Management Grant Program, please
visit: https://water.ca.gov/Work-With-Us/Grants-And-Loans/Sustainable-Groundwater

•

For additional drought information and resources, please visit the State Drought Webpage:
https://drought.ca.gov/.
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